ABSTRACT In the field of social network, fast detection of the burst topic plays a decisive role in emergency response and disposal. However, social data are noisy and sparse, which evolves with time going on and space changing make it difficult to catch the instant semantics with traditional methods. Instead of passively waiting for an emergency topic, we try to detect the latent burst topic in its budding stage. In this paper, we propose a fast burst topic detect method, namely, FBTD, which aligns data prediction with characteristic calculation to detect burst term from the real-time spatial-temporal data stream and integrates local topic detection with global topic detection to find the spatial-temporal burst topic. Our method controls the delay within a 0.1 s level while preserving the topic quality. The experiments show that preferable effects are procured, and our method outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches in terms of effectiveness.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, according to incomplete statistics, there are more than 2.6 billion people interact with one another through social media, such as Twitter and microblogs. Take Sina microblog as an example; it now contains more than 462 million monthly active users in 2018. Social media has become an important part of people's daily life. It makes every user an information point that we can enjoy instant information and knowledge and share our thoughts and views at anywhere and anytime. Besides, the message diffuses rapidly and widely across the entire social networks that it has greatly changed the way of news generation and communication. Social media looks dominant already, thereby often obliging the mainstream media to follow. However, messages over social networks generated by users are unpredictable and hard to control that when people enjoy the convenience of service, we also suffer new challenges: The network administrator and mainstream media losing the initiative in information publication are forced into a passive position and face the danger of uncertainty. For example, we assume that there is a piece of breaking news played out in someone's life. Then, when the topic causes our attention, it almost means that the related events must have been around for a while and
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have even been heavily discussed. If that is one serious news, we will lose the best opportunity to intervene. It is natural to hope that in this case, we could be alerted as early as it starts to spread over the social network. We call such work ''burst topic detection'' which aims at identifying ''burst'' early and discovering ''topic'' quickly. Effective burst topic detection can benefit market, economic and social management. Nevertheless, this task is challenging:
1) The social data is decentralized and sparse that it is hard to be noticed by the traditional methods without enough data [1] - [3] . Paradoxically, we are not pleased to face it dominate the social network.
2) The social data is noisy and seemingly erratic that it is difficult to track directly [4] - [6] .
3) Topic modeling in social network broadens the study of the two-dimensional words vector distribution to three dimensions along with the word frequency distribution varying and hearten the temporal variability of semantic analysis [7] - [9] . As shown in Fig. 1 .
4) The uptime of topic discovery method must be shortened to the second level to meet the real-time requirement.
In this paper, we focus on the problems of burst detection and topic discovery in real time spatial-temporal data stream and propose a fast burst topic detect method, namely FBTD, as shown in Fig. 2 . In addressing, we first analyze VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ FIGURE 1. Topics evolution over time in social network.
the temporal characteristics of data distribution and design a metric to estimate term tendency based on smooth de-noising and data prediction. An adaptive threshold is used to select outlier term, i.e., burst term, to trigger burst topic discovery. Then, a quick retrieval method is used to extract the local topics related to the burst items from each grid. Finally, we integrate the local topics into a global one according to their spatial-temporal position. Where the global topic is the burst topic we pursue, that covers the spatial-temporal information. This work contributes in 3 aspects: 1) We propose a fast detection method for burst topic. This method controls the time complexity into O(n) without sacrificing topic quality.
2) We propose the use of data prediction for hiding burst term detection in the real-time data stream.
3) We build a spatial-temporal topic model for burst topic discovery. This model can present the spatial-temporal evolution process of topic, and automatically shut out the interference produced by irrelevant topics.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly summarizes the related works of burst topic detection. Section III steps through the process of FBTD method. Section IV verifies the effectiveness and efficiency of our method under different conditions. Finally, in Section V we conclude this study.
II. RELATED WORK
In the existing works, there are two typical ways to identify the burst topics from the raw data stream.
A very popular way is known as incremental learning. Where the most common approach is to extend the classical topic model represented by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10] , which is a mature technology and widely used for semantic analysis based on static document collections [5] , [11] , [12] . Nevertheless, traditional topic models cannot be directly used for burst topic discovery in the data stream. Researchers proposed various dynamic topic discovery methods to adapt to the changing of semantics resulting from newly arriving documents [13] - [15] . For example, Bursty Biterm Topic Model (BBTM) is the most representative method in this field [13] , processes the documents generated in every time slot of the data stream, e.g., one day, based on Biterm Topic Model (BTM) [2] , finds out the burst topics by incorporating the burst biterms as prior knowledge. This study efficiently solves the data sparsity problem and detects burst topics at the day level. Another example of extended LDA is Bursty Event dEtection (BEE+) [16] , which processes the social document stream incrementally and track all the topics over time. Burst topics are identified during the process of topics tracking. The key idea of extended LDA methods is to exploit the previous information as prior knowledge to model current topics for burst identification. Besides, some other similar studies, Zhao et al. [17] adopt clustering technology to detect real-time events. To be more specific, in their work the highly correlated microblogs with the same topics are grouped by hypergraph cut, which marked as microblog cliques (MCs), and then the new incoming microblogs are classified into existing MCs or new MCs by bipartite graph partition. Where the new MCs are the new topics. This study efficiently utilized social multimedia information to explore the high correlation among different topics. Most methods above emphasis on the effectiveness of topics. Like most other approaches [18] - [20] , there is a clear limitation that a topic is marked as ''burst'' if it appears in large scale in the same time slice. In other words, emergency early warning now is becoming incident response and disposal. We will compare the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed method with BBTM and BTM in Section IV.
Another popular way of burst topic detection is known as a heuristic algorithm, which is usually by some features in the social data stream, such as terms' acceleration or novelty [21] - [23] . These methods usually contain two stages: burst term detection (i.e., triggering factor detection) and burst topic discovery. In the first stage, the burst candidate can be detected before it spreads and dominates the network by anomaly monitoring over the real-time data stream. Taking TopicSketch [21] and Topic Dynamics [22] for example, the development of a topic is a dynamic process before it is heatedly discussed. This process can be fitted to an evolving curve. So, the hot topic could be caught at the maximum point of its acceleration curve rather than the evolving curve. Therefore, compared with the incremental learning based methods, TopicSketch detects ''burst'' long before it becomes hot, although the ''burst candidate'' may be false. Emerging Topic Tracking (ETT) [18] is another similar work that can figure out the life cycles of the evolving topics by novelty and fading estimation. In this study, a topic is seen as a living organism: With abundant related microblogs, a topic's life cycle is growing; otherwise, it forms a fading trend. A topic is identified as an emerging topic if it never appeared before and attracted a significant number of microblogs in current time. The primary metric of novelty is to measure the difference between the term's predicted value and its actual value. Besides, ETT utilizes local weighted linear regression to evaluate a term's predicted value, which can be a time-consuming operation. Besides, a similar work [19] , [24] has been applied to the field of personalized recommendation. However, the above methods, TopicSketch and ETT, are useful to detect ''burst'' early, but they are not so effective for discovering topic expeditious due to the traditional methods they still rely on, such as LDA or optimization method. The training process of traditional methods is a time-consuming operation and inevitably lead 2) spatial-temporal topic detection. Specifically, we first extract local topic from each geo-grid (a) and time-grid (b) to form a virtual document set (c) that related to the burst term. We finally extract the spatial-temporal topic (d), i.e., burst topic, from the virtual document set.
to efficiency loss. Considering the response time directly affect emergency warning and emergency response, burst topic detection, in this case, will lose its original intentions. Apart from the approaches mentioned above relying mainly on textual information, other methods such as Dang et al. [25] which puts forward a different approach for burst detection. They use Dynamic Bayesian Networks based model by the topology characteristics of term diffusion and detects the key-node in a given period to identify the burst term. Finally, the burst topic is obtained by clustering based on the burst term. This method is effective for fast detection and rapid discovery and can be applied to varied topics discovery, while our study focuses on fine-grained topics discovery in a large-scale textual stream. Moreover, our work is based on a heuristic approach, and we will consider time consumption as a primary indicator for efficiency evaluation at the experiment segment in section IV.
III. FBTD
In this section, we present the method of burst topic detection in real time spatial-temporal data stream. This method is carried out mainly in three steps, as shown in Fig. 2 : we first discuss the data stream we investigated, followed by the detailed steps of burst term detection. Aiming at outlier term detection, we design an adaptive select scheme. At last, we formulate the approach of spatial-temporal topic discovery.
A. BURST TERM DETECTION
There is a huge amount of complicated social data in our lives, including a large proportion of meaningless noises, such as daily chatting and advertisements. However, lack of public attention, these noisy data will not alive, and its terms just appear accidentally along the timeline. In comparison, hot topics or burst topics usually attract tremendous attention within a time threshold while the related terms are concentrated in a certain time interval, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b).
Users post messages online at any convenient time, so the data appears at each time point in a random manner at first glance. However, when we link the adjacent values to a developing curve, we will find that the data is moving around an evolving curve, as shown in Fig. 3 (b)-(d). This section emphasis on this evolving curve is central to burst term detection. In particular, we first fit the observed value to the evolving curve in real time, a process called de-noising, based on which we forecast the term's developing trend. An irregular trend suggests that this term probably signifies a latent burst topic, and it may be one major component of that topic. We call it burst term, and use it as a trigger for burst topic discovery.
Before we proceed any further, it is necessary to interpret a few concepts. In the following sections, we denote the length of a fixed time slot by T, and a time slot is mainly divided into three parts to discuss, start time, middle time and the end time, while the one time slot's start time is the end time of the previous one. Since the time slot is usually a very small interval, such as 5 seconds, the observed value in a time slot is approximate to the instantaneous value at the end. By default, a slot value denotes the end time value in the following work. So, the current time denotes the end of the current time slot, which is labeled as ''0'', and next time slot is labeled as ''+1''.
1) EVOLVING CURVE FITTING
As discussed above, some representative terms or bi-terms emerge as the burst topic arising, which appears as no statistical difference with other ones under normal conditions, such as daily chatting or meaningless check-in. So that, term and bi-terms are used for burst monitoring in this study.
With this motivation, in time slot t, we calculate the observed value of bi-terms (i, j) by the following formula [21] .
where, St is the data collection generated in time slot t, and each data d ∈ St is a term set after preprocessing. We use d(i) and d(j) denote two terms of data d, and symbol |•| denotes the number of a set. In above formula, v t (i, j) equals the sum rate of term (i) in all the data under the condition of i = j (v t (i) for short); and v t (i, j) means the co-occurrence probability of terms (i) and (j), otherwise.
Note that, there are thousands of data containing tens of thousands of terms generated in each time slot. Despite the fact that Linear Regression play an important part in many data predication studies, it cannot fit to the large-scale computing in real time because of the optimization process complexity. To tackle this issue, we use a global weighted moving smooth method for de-noising, i.e., we smooth the term value in current time slot according to its historical forecasting errors.
Set Tv to be a term value matrix, where each row records the values {v −n (i), . . . , v −1 (i), v 0 (i)} of term (i) appearing in time window {-n, . . . , −1, 0}. Then, the current smoothed value is calculated as follow:
where, 0 < α < 1 is a smooth factor used to control the impact of historical value. The influence of historical value on v 0 (i) increases with increasing α, so is the delay. Under the same status, the de-noising effort is lower with the smaller time window. For this, we can cure this effect with a small time window utilizing two-time iteration of Formula (2).
In addition, α is often taken to be α = 2/(n + 1), where n is the time window size.
We note that when the time window covers all the past time slots, i.e. n = +∞, Formula (2) becoming a recurrence formula. Therefore, a smoothed value table Sv instead of the term value matrix Tv could be used for de-noising calculating to save the storage space during implementation, where each element v 0 (i) records the current smoothed value of the term (i).
2) DATA PREDICTION
The Linear Regression method is also well suitable for data prediction. However, this method cannot be used for the same reason. Instead, we leverage the secondary exponential smoothing forecasts the trend of the term in this study. S (1) t (i) denotes the linear exponential smooth value of (i) at time t, and S (2) t (i) is secondary exponential smooth value. Then, the recurrence formula is defined as follow:
where, α is a smooth factor, and its interpretation and settings are the same as Formula (2). Then, the predictive value of the term (i) in the future time t + T is:
where,
Note that, large gaps T will result in great predict errors. Consider a term (k) for example, the observed value of (k) is 0 until its first occurrence at time tk. Let's select any three time points t, t + t1 and t + t2 before tk, the predict values of t + t1 and t + t2 should be 0. We describe them with the following equations according to Formula (4):
It is easy to get the intermediate values:
tk (k) and S (1) tk (k) at time tk are calculated by Formula (5). So that, for any new emerging term (k), its initial values are set as S (1) 
3) TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTIC CALCULATION
In this paper, we use the temporal characteristic of data for burst term identification. This section discusses the temporal characteristic calculation from two aspects, one is terms' varying rate on the timeline, and another is terms' varying trend.
Terms' varying rate on the timeline is abstracted as ''Velocity''. We calculate the velocity V t at time t with the following approximate formula:
Velocity could be used to monitor the transient process and steadily increasing process.
Terms' varying trend on the timeline is abstracted as ''Acceleration''. Based on Formula (7), acceleration A t (i) at time t is defined as follow:
Thus, current acceleration could be calculated by observed value v −0.5 (i) and the predictive value v p +0.5 (i).
As discussed above, the maximum of the acceleration occurs before the real time value. So, a potential burst term can be detected by acceleration monitoring in its budding stage.
Thus, we can realize the data stream monitoring. However, it is important to notice that, the approximate Formula (9) is sensitive to the changes of data stream as shown in Fig. 3(g ) that can not be directly used for anomaly judgment. To offset those instantaneous errors, the acceleration values calculated by Formula (9) are also smoothed. This operation is defined as:
where, α is the smooth factor, which defined in Formula (2). The next step is to distinguish potential burst term from the mixed term stream.
4) BURST TERM JUDGMENT
Accelerations or velocities from various data are mixed together in a random manner. We must balance the difference among these values for burst term judgment. Consider that, the mean deviations are not changing too much, and the extreme deviation from the mean may follow a distribution without many exceptions. Nevertheless, the complex complication will inevitably result in the lost of efficiency. So, we identify the abnormal term from observational values of accelerations according to their distribution. Thus, we propose a threshold η burst (t) for burst term identifying at time slot t, which is defined as follow: [X ] indicates the proportion of the mean value in larger values in the last part of formula (11) . Thus, we will obtain a large threshold value when the proportion is small.
At the end of this step, the exceptional terms are selected as a trigger for the following burst topic discovery.
B. BURST TOPIC DISCOVERY
The abnormal term is picked out by the above process. In this section, we now present our main approach for latent burst topic discovery on the base of the abnormal term. This process mainly includes two parts: local topic detection and spatial-temporal topic detection.
1) LOCAL TOPIC DISCOVERY
Most existing methods detect topics based on a static data collection, without considering the influence of time and place on semantic. Our study is built on the online data stream, which is divided by a certain time slot and place as a basic unit like Shin et al. [26] . Because the topic on the timeline is a continuous whole, with evolution, therefore, there must be some differences in addition to semantic relevance between adjacent slots. For this reason, we divide the timeline into an acceptable size called time-grids in which the generated data related to the same topic are not significantly different in semantic evolution. In addition, we also divide the map into Geographic grids (geo-grids) by latitude and longitude as the topic is often caused within a region, and then spread throughout the network. Therefore, in our work, we just concentrate on two kinds of influence. The first is the influence along the geographic plane at the same time slot. The second is the influence by the time on the same geographic area.
In this section, we present the details of local topic detection in each grid.
In FBTD, we treat the data collection generated in one grid as a directed weighted graph in which each term is a node, and the directed weighted edge describing the correlation weight from one term to another. Furthermore, terms belong to the same topic form a strongly connected graph, and the major components of this topic make up a complete graph. Therefore, our approach here is to retrieval the major terms of a complete graph which containing the burst term.
Aiming at to get the major terms, we search all the terms that generated in the grids by using the bust term as a search term, then calculate their correlation weight as the edge weight. The correlation weight respecting to burst term (i) and a term (j) is defined as follows: where:
N is the amount of data generated in each grid; n i (or n j ) is the total amount of data containing term (i) (or (j)); c ij is the amount of data containing both term (i) and (j). (All the above elements can be obtained in real-time in the process of calculating acceleration.) Therefore: Formula (12) , as shown at the top of this page, is an extension of burst topic detection algorithm [19] , [27] . We try to modify the original formula to make it more reasonable, completing it into a continuous form by giving definition to the discontinuous points and mapping the codomain into the continuous interval [−1,1].
Consider that, Natural logarithm ln (x) is defined for all x >0, whose range is the set of real numbers (−∞, +∞), as it is a strictly increasing function, the inverse tangent function in formula (12) produces results in the range (−π/2, π/2).
In the limited case, mathematically, when x →0, i.e., c ij → 0, Natural logarithm ln (x) tends to -∞, then the inverse tangent function tends to −π/2 which means, semantically, there is no data contains both (i) and (j). i.e., terms (i) and (j) are mutually exclusive, which makes n j /(n i + n j ) the key of negative correlation weight.
In another limited case, mathematically, when x → +∞, i.e. n i -c ij = 0 or n j -c ij = 0, Natural logarithm ln (x) tends to +∞, then the inverse tangent function tends to π/2 which means, semantically, (i) follows (j), or, (j) follows (i) in the data set. Then, c ij /n i or c ij /n j determinates correlation weight.
Instead, the limited cases are the most common issues in reality. By contrast, they [19] , [27] assign one steady value, like 0.5, to each unit in the numerator and denominator in the above cases. Therefore, errors are inevitable.
Formula (12) is used for directed calculation, but the correlation weight is bi-directional. Therefore, we consider the bi-terms (i, j) as a unit for search, where (i) is the burst term. That is to say, we calculate the proportion of co-occurrence of terms (i) and (j) in the data containing (i) or (j). Thus, bi-directional weight derives from Formula (12) is defined as follow:
Formula (13) does not address negative correlation calculation.
After the process, we get the components of a strongly connected graph in which the burst term plays a key role. The next step is to identify the complete graph by main elements selection, which decided by the following threshold:
where, X =
R(i,j)+R(j,i) 2
and X > 0; λ is an experience value set up by demands.
With this, we get the approximate solution of the complete graph in each grid, i.e., the local topic. For simplicity, let's denote the local topic discovered in grid ti by Wti. Each local topic Wti can be viewed as a virtual document that related to the burst term without any noises. In Wti, the value of term (j) is determined by Formula (1), i.e., w ti (j, j).
By so far, we get a virtual document set about a single topic. The following step is to extract the spatial-temporal topic from the global domain which covers the whole grids space.
2) SPATIAL-TEMPORAL TOPIC DISCOVERY
Along the timeline, burst term in different grids plays different roles in the influence of calculating acceleration. Therefore, virtual documents discovered in different grids are also different in global topic discovery, i.e., spatial-temporal topic discovery. Intuitively, the earlier the time slot, i.e., the farther the grid, the less influence on global topic. Therefore, each virtual document is weighted for their position so that the acceleration of the burst term is maximized. Thus, the weight of virtual document Wti is defined as follow:
Formula (15) is similar to Formula (2), to maintain the characteristics of burst term in the temporal calculation.
Then, all the documents are equal in the set as if they come from the same grid. Now we can process this set as local topic discovery, i.e., formula (13) .
It is easy to find that n j = c ij for any (j), so formula (13) is reduced to c ij /n i here.
Finally, we build up a strongly connected graph across the completely spatial-temporal domain with the burst term as its core node. i.e., spatial-temporal topic in the time window. Where, the core nodes of this graph are the center of burst topic, which can be selected by formula (14) according to requirements.
C. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
FBTD is made up of three main parts: 1) data stream monitoring, 2) burst term judgment, and 3) burst topic discovery. First of all, let us suppose that each time slot has an average of n data, and each data has m terms.
In the data stream monitoring stage, counting the number of co-occurrence by Formula (1) for each data takes n * m 2 times. Then, each term is processed by Formula (2)- (12), which take up to n * m times. So, the computational complexity of data stream monitoring is O(n * m 2 ).
Then, in the burst term judgment subsection. The computational complexity of mean calculation and standard deviation calculation for each term is O(n * m).
In the last stage, FBTD integrates local detection with global detection to find the spatial-temporal burst topic. In each grid, relevance computing between each term and the burst one, i.e., correlation weight of formula (6) , takes up to n * m times, where the irrelevant terms are filtered out. Thus, the computational complexity of local topic detection is O(N * n * m), where N is the size of the time window, i.e., the number of time-grids. Note that, the burst terms related data is always a small part in the collection, so it is difficult to reach the worst case in practical applications. Then, we get a set containing N virtual documents. Therefore, the computation of the spatial-temporal topic takes N * m times at most, and the computational complexity of local topic detection is O (N  *  m) .
Finally, the computational complexity of FBTD is O(n * m 2 +N * m). Considering the 140-character limit of Twitter and microblog, the average number of terms in each document after removing stop words is no more than 20. On the other hand, each time slot has approximately several thousand documents in each region (SINA information), and we set the time window as several minutes, i.e., n is several thousand, and N is several hundred. In these cases, m 2 is a constant, and then the computational complexity becomes O (1) .
Moreover, every grid needs to maintain n * m 2 storage units for the co-occurrence matrix and N * n * m for acceleration in memory. Thus, the memory cost of FBTD is n * m 2 + N * n * m.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate both the effectiveness and efficiency of FBTD.
A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS 1) EXPERIMENT DATA
We use a microblog data set provided by SINA Corp, which contains more than 500 thousand noisy data and 16, 2015 . These data are all tagged with temporal and spatial information, i.e., Unix timestamp and Geo-tags. Moreover, there are four topics contained in these data except daily chatting and advertisements: rainstorm, vaccine topic, and sudden public topics in Kunming/Tianjin. Before the experiment, we need to preprocess the original data, including Chinese word segmentation, stop words deletion, and keywords extraction.
To evaluate the performance of FBTD on the timeline, we sort those data by their timestamp to simulate real-world data stream. Specifically, we first unify the noisy data, i.e., the data about daily chatting and advertisements, to the same period, such as Jun. 16 -Jun. 20, 2016 , to form a noise data stream. Then, four topics related data is inserted into the noisy data stream according to time order, based on its Unix timestamp. Especially, the relative distance in time between the data of the same topic keeps unchanged.
By so far, a data stream model is established. In the experiments, FBTD reads one slot's data at a time.
2) BASELINE METHODS
We compare FBTD against the following methods:
1) BBTM is a representative model for burst topic discovery in microblog, which takes one day as a unit that cannot meet the real-time requirement.
2) TopicSketch is another representative model for burst topic discovery in the data stream. We use it for efficiency comparison.
3) BTM is a valid topic model for short text, which is the foundation of some works, such as BBTM [13] . 4) LDA is a great technique for semantic analysis that has been widely used in various fields. Moreover, TopicSketch, another representative model uses LDA or optimization method to learn burst topic after burst term detection. Besides, LDA is the foundation of some works.
3) EVALUATION CRITERIA
1) The time when the burst factor was detected. 2) Uptime. We evaluate the efficiency of burst topic discovery by comparing the uptime of different methods.
3) Pointwise mutual information (PMI). We use PMI for effectiveness verification. The PMI score of data d is defined as follow:
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (16) where, PMI (di, dj) = log
is the co-occurrence probability of terms (i) and (j), and p(i) (or p(j)) denotes the probability that the data set contains term (i) (or p(j) ). Furthermore, We compute the PMI score based on the experimental data set. 
4) PARAMETER SETTING
In the experiments, we first detect burst term in the data stream and then collect data before the time slot in which the burst term was detected for comparisons.
Consider that, the network breaks the limitation of space. In this case, there is no difference in timeliness when a sudden topic spreads from Beijing to Tianjin or Shenzhen. For this reason, we set one geographical region as a geo-grid, and all the others are one geo-grid that has the same weight as the nearest time grid for spatial-temporal topic calculation, i.e., in our experiment, we set a city where the topic is generated as a geo-grid and the rest as another geo-grid. (However, in some cases the effect becomes decrease with the distance growing. Thus we need to make some adjustments, which is not involved here.)
We set 15 topics as returns in LDA and BTM and the first 10 topics as burst topics in BBTM in our experiments.
B. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
FBTD is composed of two major parts: burst term detection and burst topic discovery. Therefore, both the efficiency of burst term detection and burst topic discovery are investigated.
1) EFFICIENCY EVALUATION OF BURST TERM DETECTION
We first evaluate the efficiency of burst term detection among different methods. While BBTM discovers the topic on a daily basis. In comparison, BBTM and TopicSketch on the base of the data stream. Considering the amount of related data collected in each time slot is very limited, we choose time windows in different size with various amount of data for comparisons, as shown in Table 1 . Then, the experiments are carried out under the same conditions.
To evaluate the efficiency of burst term detection, we search the first burst topic returned by BBTM, and record its time. Then, the results are listed in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , we find that FBTD outperforms BBTM by one or two time units for the sudden topics, more time for the growing topic. Considering the relevant data collected before the burst term detection is very limited, the burst topic has come forth, but not sufficient for BBTM modeling. By comparison, FBTD identifies latent burst topic in its earliest stage before it spreads over the network.
Besides that, we can also find that it is not easy to get satisfied parameters to achieve ideal results with TopicSketch. That is because the data stream we used in the experiments is irregular, and the distribution of valid data is non-uniform, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . TopicSketch is sensitive to the changes of data distribution. Although a larger time window can improve the robustness, it also enhances the historical errors. Furthermore, the integration of smooth de-noising and TopicSketch is a feasible way for burst factor detection, as shown in Fig. 4 . 
2) EFFICIENCY EVALUATION OF BURST TOPIC DISCOVERY
To evaluate the performances of different methods, we first assume that the burst term has been found out, and the data set has been collected, based on which comparisons are carried out under the same conditions. To simulate the network environment realistically, we mix the same amount of noisy data into the collections. Table 3 lists the uptimes of different methods, along with the FBTD using four different sizes of the time slot. These tables include the run times and the amount of data.
From above tables, we can see that: 1) No matter how large the size of data set, the uptime of FBTD is less than 1 second on PC, while the baseline methods cost more time.
2) The uptime of FBTD increases linearly with the size of valid data, i.e., the burst-related data. However, these times are still acceptable. 3) A sophisticated method will cause further delay. Furthermore, although BBTM can resolve the auto-generating topics discovery problem, it still cannot meet the real-time demand.
From another point of view, Yan et al. [13] gave few details about the complexity analysis of BBTM. Due to the average time per sampling is 2.89 seconds as it demonstrates, 50 times sampling will take 144.5 seconds on his machine. Moreover, as Xie et al. [21] describes, the computational complexity of TopicSketch is O(H * n 2 ), where H denotes the number of processor cores. The average iteration time is 15 seconds so that it will spend 750 seconds for 50 times iterations on his workstation. From this perspective, the optimization process is time-consuming, which we avoid in FBTD.
In summary, it is obvious that our method outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of efficiency.
3) EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
This subsection evaluates the quality of topics obtained by FBTD and state-of-the-art methods under the same conditions. Fig. 6 and Fig.7 compare the PMI sores from two different perspectives. In these figures, the cells labeled with ''0'' denote that no relevant topics had been discovered by the method. Moreover, time consumption, i.e., in tables 3, does not always in effect.
We choose in purpose various sizes of time windows to verify the robustness of our method. As shown in Fig. 6 , which compares the PMI scores of FBTD with those from the baseline methods under different sizes of time windows.
From these pictures, we can find that the change of the solid line in different topics are not noticeable. Which indicates that, in general, FBTD gives high and stable results regardless of the size of the time window. While the results of the baseline methods are affected by the time window or data structure. Take topic 2 for example, no relevant data has been observed until the burst term is detected, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , but it attracts our attention immediately when it appears. That means a large number of related data is produced in the lasted time slot. Thus, all the methods can get good results in a minor time window because the valid data takes a high proportion in such collection. Nevertheless, the PMI scores of LDA and BTM decrease with time window expands. That is because the percentage of valid data is decreasing. It is difficult for traditional methods to detect relevant topic from such a small collection. Meanwhile, FBTD produces an identical result. Considered from this view, FBTD allows users to obtain specific topics from a sparse dataset. For another instance, as shown in Fig. 6(c) , topic 3 is also a sudden topic as topic 2, but it is discussed among a small circle before it is detected, as shown in Fig. 5(c) . BBTM uses the previous knowledge as prior information to strengthen the role of burst topic, so BBTM presents a higher PMI score than BTM does in this experiment. Therefore, FBTD and BBTM catch it when it appears the trend of growth. With the time window expands, we find only one or two dozen or so relevant data containing the burst term in such collections, which is a paltry amount compared to that of daily chatting and advertisements (refer to Table 3 ). In this case, it is difficult for the traditional methods to give an effective topic based on such small collection, and the advantage of BBTM is not so distinct. Consider again the instance of topic 3, refer to Fig. 5 (c) and 6(d), we choose in purpose one more case about topic 3 for effectiveness evaluation. In this case, topic 3 has appeared before and attracts more attention from different perspectives in current time. From Fig. 6(d) , we can notice that FBTD procures a preferable effect than the traditional methods.
Besides, topic 1 indicates a transient process. In this case, there is little noisy data contrast to the whole set, refer to Table 3 . We can see that, there is no apparent difference in PMI scores. Topic 4 is another instance, which is triggered at its growing stage. From this result, we can see that all the processes can acquire better effects with high PMI scores. That is because extensive data set usually result in a more common topic whose terms are standard in the whole collection.
Overall, the traditional methods give preference to the topics which are heavily discussed, i.e., the topics with a huge amount of relevant data. In comparison, our method can always detect the topic related to the burst term effectively, regardless of the data set size. Fig. 7 shows the PMI comparison among different methods with the same time window, i.e., 30-1000 seconds. Strictly speaking, the data sets produced within these time windows are not significant compared with the traditional dataset used by the baseline methods. For example, BBTM uses one day's data to training. However, many events happen in a few minutes.
At first glance, all the PMI distributions show similar law in those time windows and appear downward trend with the time window expands. Comparing with the baseline methods, FBTD has more stable distributions, which we have already discussed before.
In particular, the PMI scores are unevenly distributed among different topics. We analyze these experimental data and find that the amount of data containing the burst term in various collections are not uniform in size, but this does not prevent larger accelerate values. Typically, a small amount of relevant data with a high acceleration within a large window always implies an emerging topic which arouses interest quickly. A massive amount of relevant data in the same condition indicates a current topic, which receives more attention in the current slot than the previous. Consider that, PMI score is usually affected by the amount of valid data, so the results among different topics appear unevenly.
The relevant data is usually sparse in the data stream compared to noisy data, and that is why FBTD has higher scores. On the other hand, all the baseline methods can return complete results rather than the burst one that our approach pursued. Such as BTM and LDA return ''k'' representative topics in each selected collection, and BBTM returns the first ''k'' topics that most likely to burst in the time window. Nevertheless, the burst topics may not be included in the first ''k'' results due to the relevant data volume. Anyway, our primary purpose is to find out the burst topic in real time.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a fast detect method of burst topic called FBTD used in the real-time spatial-temporal data stream. FBTD identifies the abnormal term by data prediction and characteristic calculation. Once a burst term is triggered, the local topics are extracted from every time-grid and geo-grid to form a spatial-temporal topic, which keeps the noisy information off. Therefore, FBTD can discover burst topic that covers the completely spatial-temporal domains immediately without any irrelevant information. Compared with popular methods, our approach outperforms in terms of real-time response and maintaining topic quality. Therefore, FBTD is suitable for real-time computing. 
